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The Buy Desk advantage
Streamlining the procurement intake process, ensuring that business 
users access the correct channels and increasing functional leaders’ 
influence on spend.

The procurement function of the future depends 
on putting the customer at the center. This shift 
in focus will transform procurement from a spend 
gatekeeper to a true business partner.

This requires:
— A flexible purchasing approach that varies 

according to the commodity being bought. 
Offering more choices can help prevent 
frustrated business users from opting out of 
formal procurement policies and processes and 
turning to noncompliant means of procuring the 
supplies they need. This is of particular concern 
when it comes to lower-value and tail-spend 
categories.

— A less confusing buying experience that still 
aligns with the organization’s need for spend 
control. Nonfrequent buyers and employees that 
are not familiar with procurement processes 
may be particularly overwhelmed by the array of 
technology options available to them. 

— Breadth of capabilities to support everything 
from low-value everyday purchases to large 
strategic procurement projects.

A Buy Desk comprises people and technologies 
that help business partners understand the most 
expeditious procurement routes:

— Human teams that triage calls from business 
partners and suppliers and direct them to the most 
appropriate buying channels

— A multifaceted technology platform that allows 
business users to choose the procurement route 
that best fits their needs

Benefits include:
— Offering a “one stop shop” for all procurement 

functions, including purchase requests, issue 
resolution, supplier communication, and order 
tracking 

— Managing complex procurement tasks related 
to Supplier Evaluation, RFx Execution, Supplier 
Selection, and Negotiation

— Expediting low-value (below $500K) procurement 
activities, if there is not a predetermined sourcing 
solution available.

The Future of Procurement What is a Buy Desk?

1

Buy Desk is a great innovation for a Procurement organization to meet its objectives 
by not only reducing cost and managing risk but also by providing an additional career path 
for Procurement professionals within Sourcing. Leading Procurement organizations are 
going above and beyond by playing a growing role in enhancing diversity and inclusion, 
driving innovation and providing a launching pad for talent. Procurement leaders thus 
have an opportunity to elevate their teams by offering a broad career path to grow both 
within Procurement and in other functions. 

— Procurement Leader of a Global Technology Company
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Select the most promising 
suppliers 

Negotiate terms of 
purchase/service 

Collaborate with in-house 
legal counsel for high-risk 
contracts

Route selection for 
approval

Evaluate requestor’s need 
and due date

Initiate an RFQ, RFP, or RFI 
to preselected vendors or 
open to the market

Perform product 
qualification 

Evaluate the bid (RFI, 
RFQ, RFP) on competitive 
value, capabilities, quality, 
capacity, responsiveness

Assess requestor’s 
needs and convert to 
specification template

Identify potential suppliers 

Invite suppliers to submit 
a bid

Buy Desk activity flow
The Buy Desk’s key functions are to allocate spend via an established 
automated buying channel and provide sourcing assistance on low-value 
acquisitions.

Buying channel triage for spend above $500K—Helps the business user select the best sourcing channel 
from existing automated buying options, as illustrated below:

For requests below $500K where there is no existing supplier available through traditional procurement 
channels, the Buy Desk team can complete a streamlined procurement exercise, as illustrated below:
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Other Buy Desk activities:
— Validate completeness and accuracy of request

— Manage issues and discrepancies

— Confirm that quotes adhere to contract pricing

— Track savings

— Ensure a breadth of supplier diversity

— Provide surge support

Amazon 
Business, 

Office Depot, 
Staples

Supplier evaluation Supplier selection NegotiationRFx execution

Vendor, 
Consultant, 
Professional 

Services

Contractors 
and 

Consultants

“Guided 
Buying”

Enterprise 
Store, Gift 

Stores

Blank 
Purchase 
Request

Business 
Process 

Outsourcing

Buy 
Desk

Buy via 
punch-out 

catalog

Buy via 
punch-out 

catalog

Purchase 
request form

Buy via 
hosted 
catalog

Request form 
(separate 
platform)

Purchase 
request form

Triage 
process
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Unlocking value through 
Buy Desk

Implementation of Buy Desk can provide the following 
business benefits to the finance and procurement functions:
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Significant cost 
savings

Engaged 
stakeholders

Enhanced customer 
experience

— 10–15% savings opportunities 
across the pipeline, i.e., by 
touching more spend 

— Higher degree of influence 
over tail spend

— Extended employee 
bandwidth for increased 
demand

— Reduction in manual 
touchpoints

— Automated and streamlined 
processes

— Data and analytics – enabled 
forecasting and decision-
making

— >80% spend under 
centralized management

— Capture of greater number of 
purchase orders 

— Enhanced supplier 
relationships

— Stakeholder / business 
partner satisfaction

— Elimination of rework by 
getting orders right the first 
time

— >30% improvement in speed 
and cycle time

— Treats employees and 
suppliers as “customers”

 — Customized purchasing 
experience

— Single location regardless of 
user needs

— High-end user satisfaction 
as many granular details of 
the procurement process are 
avoided

3The Buy Desk 
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Sustainable 
supply chain

Talent  
management

— Better managed supplier due 
diligence

— Supplier risk mitigation

— Expanded economic 
opportunities

— Sourcing from highest-rated 
and most ethical suppliers

— Increased compliance with 
category strategies

— Increased employee 
engagement

— More time to dedicate to 
strategic objectives

— Career progression for Buy 
Desk employees to strategic 
sourcing, category planning 
and automation roles

Unlocking value through 
Buy Desk (continued)

Procurement 
must constantly 
aim to become 
a better business 

partner by becoming a 
trusted adviser through the use of 
a structured procurement process, 
by providing market intelligence, 
lead negotiations and innovative 
solutions such as a Buy Desk. The 
business case for implementing a 
Buy Desk needs to include the 
advantage of moving tactical 
work and hence enabling your 
Category Teams to do more 
value added work, penetrating 
more supplier categories 
and setting up self-service 
channels. Building a mature 
procurement organization is 
critical before implementing 
a Buy Desk. Maturing a 
procurement organization involves 
defining standard procurement 
processes,  
establishing an enterprise  
Preferred Supplier List, building 
a buying channel with multiple 
sourcing categories, cross-training 
sourcing professionals and 
educating your business partners. 

— Steve Amicone,  
Senior Director, Global 

Process Owner – Source to 
Pay AECOM
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Customizing the Buy Desk
A well-designed procurement Buy Desk enables effective 
procurement, but Buy Desk design can vary by organization.
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Every procurement function is different. An organization should consider what elements of the 
procurement journey need improvement and set a strategy at the outset of the project. Answering the 
following questions to understand gaps in the current process will drive the design of the Buy Desk and 
selection of tools and technologies.

— Does my existing sourcing team have bandwidth to deal with purchases <500K?

— What is the risk in the spend category of <500k?

— What is the volume of spend in the category <500k?

— Are business users satisfied with existing procurement processes?

— How many vendors does my organization use for procurement?

— What current tools and technologies are used in our procurement function?

Examples of challenges and elements of a successful buy desk are listed below

— Multiple procurement strategies 
across business units

— Low customer satisfaction 
driving unsystematic buying 
practices and maverick spend

— Buying cycle delays

— Resource constraints to support 
demand

— Invoice holds and other 
downstream impacts

— Poor implementation of tools 
and technology

— Lack of standardized processes 
and practices, e.g., category-
strategy and sourcing templates

Challenges Elements of a successful Buy Desk

Sourcing team

Purchase support

Guided buying

Supplier selection

RFX/Auction events

Buy Desk team

RFI/RFQ/RFP 
execution

Preferred 
supplier list

Supplier negotiation

Case management

People

Processes

Tools/Technologies

Suppliers

Supplier proposal 
evaluation

Category playbook

Contract agreement

Contract 
management

5The Buy Desk 
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Overview of Buy Desk tools 
and technologies

Organizations should consider how emerging technologies and 
disruption can redefine how goods and services are sourced, 
purchased and tracked. Some examples appear below:
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 — Comprise a smart guidance 
system that gathers and inputs 
business requirements and 
directs users to the correct 
buying channels

 — Allow users to quickly search, 
find, and purchase items, and 
increases user familiarity with the 
organization’s purchasing process

 — Result in accurate collection 
of supporting documents and 
smoother supplier onboarding

 — Develops standardized dashboards 
to more efficiently evaluate supplier 
performance and capabilities

 — Improves decision-making based 
on information-driven planning and 
analysis

 — Simulates demand and planning 
scenarios based on large volumes of 
data

 — Utilizes qualitative and quantitative 
criteria to identify and rank preferred 
suppliers

 — Encourages collaboration with trusted 
suppliers with a strong track record 
working with the organization

 — Enhances the user’s system-adoption 
experience and improves key 
procurement performance metrics

Automation and 
machine learning

Predictive analytics

Block chain

 — Comprise guided self-service 
interfaces that facilitate faster user 
decision making 

 — Deploy chat-bots with the use of 
machine learning and analytics to 
respond to user queries and alerts in 
real time

 — Drive faster cycle time and enable 
buyers to remotely access and 
evaluate product characteristics

Human engagement and 
augmented senses
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Change considerations
Shifting behaviors within the organization is essential to achieve a 
successful Buy Desk transformation.

Introducing a new Buy Desk supported by enhanced technologies, workflows, and processes 
is a complex endeavor. As such, it requires an enterprise-wide mindset that embraces change. 
The success of the program ultimately depends on the adoption of the program not only by 
the business stakeholders and newly hired employees, but also by the other roles impacted by 
the change. 

Following are three critical areas of behavior change for achieving effective Buy Desk adoption:

6

Effective Buy 
Desk adoption

 — Procurement leaders need to have a shared understanding of the value shifting to Buy 
Desk

 — Other leaders across the organization need to understand what the shift will mean for 
how they work with procurement and see the connection between Buy Desk adoption 
and their own agendas and objectives

 — All leaders should proactively demonstrate commitment, approach the change 
consistently, and role model the behaviors needed to support the transition to Buy Desk

 — A concerted effort should be put forth to clarify and manage expectations across the 
business about what new ways of working mean to other parts of the organization

 — Channels for communication and feedback with other areas of the business should 
be established in order to monitor and manage outcomes 

 — A mechanism for managing and escalating issues that arise should be put in place in 
order to build confidence across the business in the long-term value of Buy Desk

 — Positioning procurement as a true business partner 
needs to be articulated clearly and regularly within the 
procurement function

 — Effective business partnering capabilities need to be 
developed to provide a platform of skills for success

 — A phased approach to testing and demonstrating new 
behaviors and ways of working needs to be established

Leadership alignment

Business engagement

Capabilities and mindset

7The Buy Desk 
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Centralized Buy Desk implementation
Project:
Design and implement a centralized 
Buy Desk

Client:
Large Industrial Manufacturer

Sector:
Industrial Manufacturing

Why KPMG?

Since the client’s existing e-procurement platform was underutilized, they were interested in replacing it with a centralized Buy Desk that could offer a better user experience 
and more value to the business. KPMG partnered with the client to design and launch a centralized Buy Desk to help drive savings from improved compliance and tactical 
sourcing.

We deliver results that matter

— Rapid creation of centralized Buy Desk team to 
perform key procurement and sourcing functions 
for certain indirect spend categories

— Program management encompassing new 
processes, procedures, tools, and templates

— Transition from small pilot focused on specific 
corporate spend categories to full global rollout 
alongside the client’s eProcure system.

— Creation of training and communications 
strategy and materials for effective global rollout

— Lack of centralized support for buying and 
tactical sourcing

— Lack of control over purchases made outside 
established procurement tools and policies

— Unrealized value due to lack of preferred-
supplier programs

— Internal customer frustration with disconnect 
between purchases and contract pricing

Client challenges KPMG solution Outcomes
— Design and development of detailed 

procedures with metrics and reports
— Greater compliance with policies and 

procedures
— A more streamlined user experience and 

increased customer satisfaction

— One firm approach with KPMG professionals from across Procurement and Financial Management 
— Trusted advisor with the ability to quickly leverage extensive institutional knowledge of relevant business units and stakeholders

Lessons from successful 
implementations

KPMG has tested experience delivering successful Buy 
Desk transformations across multiple industries…
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$6M savings via new procurement Buy Desk
Project:
Establish a new procurement Buy 
Desk

Client:
Major US Wireless Provider

Sector:
Technology, Media & Telecom (TMT)

Why KPMG?

Although the client was in the process of an end-to-end procurement transformation to centralize functions under one Chief Procurement Officer, there was a need to 
improve the quality of service delivered to the business overall. The client came to KPMG for both quick wins and strategic, long-term benefits across its procurement 
function.

We deliver results that matter

— Rapid project scoping comprising strategic, long-
term efficiencies across, people, processes, 
spend, and governance 

— Fast-track RFP for a provider to support long-
term goals

— Identification of in-scope processes across the 
supplier lifecycle via close collaboration with key 
stakeholders from the client team

— Customer frustration with the length of time 
required to complete tactical and transactional 
procurement activities

— Lack of control, focus and cohesive strategy 
across a continually growing number of tail 
suppliers 

— Diversion of sourcing managers from value-
added tasks to low-value, low-risk transactions 

Client challenges KPMG solution Outcomes
— Transformation of end-to-end supplier 

lifecycle process 
— Higher value target operating model for the 

Buy Desk, including key inputs and hand-
offs 

— Roles and responsibilities profiles for each 
of the actors in the Buy Desk process 

— Selection of a new third party Buy Desk 
supplier, delivering a $6M+ benefit 

— One firm approach with KPMG professionals from across Procurement and Financial Management 
— Trusted advisor that understands how to deliver results within a complex client environment 

The biggest challenges 
in the Procurement function 
are often inconsistent 
application of policies and a 
lack of transparency. These 
issues often create compliance 
risks, impede the negotiation 
process and harm the overall 
relationships with vendors. A 
Buy Desk can resolve these 
challenges by providing 
greater visibility across the 
business, reducing compliance 
risks and automating the 
application of policies. The 
link to automation is key, 
which enables the flagging of 
potential SOX control violations 
in real-time and provides 
procurement leaders with 
better control efficiency and 
decision-making. In addition, a 
Buy Desk will raise awareness 
across the business by 
providing on-demand education 
to all stakeholders that interact 
with it and help establish more 
efficient business partnerships 
with vendors. The business 
proposition for a Buy Desk is 
strong and has the potential to 
improve the quality of spend 
governance, SLAs, terms and 
conditions and other desired 
business outcomes.  

— Diana Jajeh,  
Gamestop -  

Interim Chief Financial Officer
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Lessons from successful 
implementations (continued)

…and can apply lessons learned to help clients minimize wasted effort, 
accelerate prioritization, and reduce opportunity costs associated with 
delayed action.

Challenges Success factors and mitigation

Lack of awareness across both the 
procurement organization and among 
business partners

Start by defining the operating model that 
aligns with the overall vision and objectives 
of the organization’s procurement function

Undefined buying process for high-
volume and low-dollar threshold 
transactions

Define a data-driven buying channel strategy 
to streamline payment channels based on 
category and spend to help maximize savings

Change resistance to how things have 
“always been done”

Articulate the value proposition for impacted 
stakeholders and communicate leadership 
support for the initiative to drive adoption

End-user adoption of technology 
hindered by redundant intake questions

Simplify the intake process by ensuring 
that the right set of targeted questions 
are part of the triage process

Difficulty attracting and retaining talent 
for Buy Desk and other impacted roles 
within the procurement function

Define the right skills and career paths 
for tactical buyers, while enabling lifelong 
learning and connection with the purpose of 
the organization

9The Buy Desk 
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